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Context Sensitive Table Lindenmayer Languages and a 
Relation to the/BA Problem* 
PAUL M. B. VITXNYI 
Mathematisch Centrum, Amsterdam , The Netherlands 
Families of languages generated by classes of context sensitive Lindenmayer 
systems with tables using nonterminals are classified in the Chomsky hierarchy. 
It is shown that the family of languages generated by deterministic A-free left 
context sensitive L systems with two tables using nonterminals coincides with 
the context sensitive languages. Combined with the fact that the family of 
languages generated by deterministic A-free context sensitive L systems (with 
one table) using nonterminals is equal to the DLBA languages this shows the 
classic LBA problem to be equivalent to whether or not a trade-off is possible 
between one-sided context with two tables and two-sided context with one 
table for deterministic A-free L systems using nonterminals. Without he restric- 
tion to )-freeness such a trade-off is possible since the recursively enumerable 
languages are generated in both cases. By stating the results in their strongest 
form, a complete classification of the considered language families is obtained 
since the hierarchies induced by the involved parameters (A-freeness, determi- 
nism, number of tables, amount of context, closure under various types of homo- 
morphisms) basically collapse to the recursively enumerable languages, context 
sensitive languages, and DLBA languages. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Lindenmayer systems, or L systems, are parallel rewriting systems originally 
introduced as automata theoretic models for growth and development of 
filamentous organisms (Lindenmayer, 1968). As an alternative to the usual 
generative grammars, and also because of its elegant mathematical nature caused 
by the simultaneous rewriting of all letters of a string, a large amount of formal 
language theoretical work has been done in this area (see, e.g., Herman and 
Rozenberg, 1975; Rozenberg and Salomaa, 1974; Lindenmayer and Rozenberg, 
1976). If each letter of a given string can be rewritten in but one way according 
to the rewriting rules the L system is deterministic. From both the biological 
and formal language theory viewpoints deterministic rewriting systems are 
relatively important. In Vitfinyi (1976) families of languages generated by 
deterministic context sensitive L systems with various restrictions were in- 
vestigated. The resulting families were classified with respect o each other and 
* This work is registered at the Mathematical Center as report I\¥ 49/75. 
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the Chomsky hierarchy. The present paper will extend this research by con- 
sidering L systems with tables. Table L systems were introduced by Rozenberg 
and consist of L systems with several sets (tables) of rewriting rules, where at 
each moment all letters in a string are rewritten simultaneously according to a 
single table. Whereas in the sequential rewriting of generative grammars this 
would not constitute any difference, because of the parallel nature of L systems 
the use of tables can result in an increase of generating power. 
We can obtain languages from L systems in various ways. One way is to 
consider all strings generated from the initial string: the "pure" L language of 
the system. By dividing the alphabet in a set of terminals and nonterminals we
can consider the language consisting of all strings over the terminals in the 
"pure" L language. Such a language is called an extension language since the 
terminal-nonterminal mechanism extends the generative power of a class of L 
systems. Another device is taking a homomorphism of a "pure" L language or 
extension language. We will treat all families of languages generated by context 
sensitive L systems with tables using nonterminals according to the effects of 
restrictions like: X-freeness of production rules, determinism ofproduction rules, 
number of tables, one- or two-sided context, and closure of these families under 
various types of homomorphisms. Because of the great generative power of 
already deterministic context sensitive L systems using the terminal-nonterminal 
mechanism, the partial ordering according to set inclusion of the considered 
language families basically collapses to the recursively enumerable anguages, 
context sensitive languages and deterministic linear bounded automaton 
(DLBA) languages. Hence the classification yields an interesting equivalence 
of the classic LBA problem, (is the family of DLBA languages equal to the 
family of context sensitive languages ?), in terms of L systems. 
In Vitfinyi (1976) it was proved that the family of DLBA languages coincides 
with the family of languages generated by X-free deterministic context sensitive L 
systems (with one table) using nonterminals. Previously, van Dalen (1971), 
showed that the family of context sensitive languages equals the family of 
languages generated by X-free context sensitive L systems (with one table) using 
nonterminals. Hence the LBA problem can be stated in terms of determinism 
versus nondeterminism in L systems. By arguments similar to those in Vit~inyi 
(1976), Wood (1976) proved that the family of languages generated by X-free 
deterministic context sensitive L systems with two tables using nonterminals i  
equal to the family of context sensitive languages. Here the LBA problem was 
stated in the form of whether or not two tables can be reduced to one in the case 
under consideration. We shall demonstrate hat the family of context sensitive 
languages equals the family of languages generated by X-free deterministic left 
context sensitive L systems with two tables using nonterminals, thereby molding 
the LBA problem in the form of whether or not a trade-off is possible between 
one-sided context with two tables and two-sided context with onetable for X-free 
deterministicL systems using nonterminals. From the results it will appear that 
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any further restriction on one of the two participants in the trade-off reduces the 
generative power to below the DLBA languages. I f  we relax the restriction of 
A-freeness we obtain in both cases the recursively enumerable languages. We 
should stress, however, that although it seems that the trade-off corresponding 
to the LBA problem is between two deterministic rewriting systems, non- 
determinism creeps in whenever we use more than one table since the choice of 
the next table to be used is nondeterministic. For a survey of the LBA problem 
and its reduction to other problems, see Hartmanis and'Hunt  (1974). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We shall use the definitions and terminology of formal language theory as in 
Salomaa (1974) and terminology and results On L systems as in Herman and 
Rozenberg (1975) and Vit~inyi (1976). #Z denotes the cardinality of a set Z, lg(z) 
the length of a string or word a, and A is the empty word, i.e., lg(A) = 0. 
A (m, n)L system is a triple G -- (W, P, w} where W is a nonempty finite 
alphabet, w ~ W-'- is the initial string and P _C ([.)i=0 Wi × W × [.)j=0 WJ) × W* 
is a finite set of production rules. We write an element of P as (u, a, v) --+ a where 
q~g n 
u~Oi=oW~, aEW,  veU j=oWJ  and c~W*.  The operation of an (m,n)L 
system G is defined as follows: 
a~a z ... a k ~ %% ... o~ , a I , a~ ,..., a k e W and %, ~2 ,..., a~ ~ W*, 
if 
(ai_mai_m+l "'" ai_ 1 ~ a i , ai+lai+ 2 ... ai+n) --+ o~ i c P 
for all i, 1 ~< i ~< h, where we take a~ A whenever j < 1 or j > k. 
As usual we define *~a and ~+ as the transitive reflexive and transitive 
closure of ~c ,  respectively. We dispense with the subscripts if G is understood. 
The language produced by G is defined as L(G) = {v!w *~ v}. We can 
squeeze languages out of L systems in various ways. One of these, a favorite in 
formal language theory, is by the use of nonterminals. The extension (language) 
produced by G with respect o a terminal alphabet Vr  is defined as E(G, Vr) = 
L(G) n Vr*. We also call the four tuple G' --  (W,  P, w, VT) where W, P, and 
w are as before and Vr is a subset of I/V, an E(m, n)L system, and E(G') = E(G,  Vr) 
an E(m, n)L language. 
Although the "pure" L languages (obtained without additional "squeezing" 
mechanisms) are not neatly nested in the Chomsky hierarchy and have none of 
the usual closure properties, families of extensions behave quite nicely in this 
respect (see, e.g., Herman and Rozenberg, 1975; Vitfinyi, 1976). Extensions of 
classes of deterministic (m, 0)L systems form an exception (Vit~nyi, 1976). 
Another squeezing method is to apply homomorphisms of various types to the 
produced languages (extensions). 
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L systems are usually classified as follows: 
!i) By context, m,n ~ 0: IL syst(ms (context sensitive); m- -n -  1: 
2L systems (two-sided context); m ~ n = 1: iL  systems (one-sided context) where 
for our considerations left context sensitive Or (1, 0)L systems uffice;m ~ n - :  o: 
OL systems (context free). 
(ii) By determinism. I f  for each element (u, a, v)--~ ag  P there is no 
(u, a, v) --~ f ie  P with fl ~ c~ then we call the system deterministic. The property 
is indicated by prefixing a D as in D2L system. 
(iii) By A-freeness. I f  (u, a, v) --~ A ~ P then the system is called A-free or 
propagating. The property is indicated by prefixing a P as in P2L systems and 
PDOL systems. 
A table (m, n)L system is a triple G --  (W, ~,  w) with ~ --  {P1, P~ ,..., Pq} 
such that for each i, 1 <~ i ~ q, G~ -- (W,  Pi , w)  is a (m, n)L system. The 
operation is as fol lows: 
ala ~ "." ae ~ ~1~2 ". c~ k, a 1, a 2 ,..., a k e W and 
if there is a table Pi in the set of tables ~ such that 
o~ 1 , o~2 ,..., c¢ k @ W$,  
ala2 .... ak  :::> ~10~2 """ ~Te " 
G i  
*~a and ~+ are the transitive reflexive and transitive closures of =c,  respectively. 
The language generated by G is defined byL(G) = {v] w *~a v}. Extensions are 
defined as before, the properties (i)-(iii) hold for G if they hold for every Gi, 
I ~ i ~ q, and are indicated by the appropriate capitals. The fact that we are 
dealing with a table L system using q tables is indicated by prefixing Tq as in 
PDTq(m, n)L system. No  subscript on T means q >~ 1;no Tq means q = 1; 
e.g., PDT10L-systems are identical to PDOL systems. A control word u of G is an 
element of{l, 2 .... , q}* and v ~u v', v, v' e W*  and u = iii2"" i~ e {I, 2,..., q}*, 
means that 
v=v 0~v l~v  2~ ... ~vk=v '  for somev 1 ,v  2,...,v~_ l inW*.  
G¢ 1 Gi 2 (7i a Gi/s 
Languages generated by a class of XL systems constitute the family of XL 
languages. In the following we are most interested in the EPD2L (=EPDT12L)  
languages and the EPDT21L languages. REG, CF, INDEX,~DLBA, CS, and RE 
denote the families of the regular languages, context free languages, indexed 
languages, DLBA languages, context sensitive languages , and recursively 
enumerable languages, respectively. Some of the results O f the theory which 
we shall have occasion to use later on are (where C means strict inclusion): 
LEMMA i (see Herman and Rozenberg, 1975) CF C E0L C ET20L ----- 
ETOL C INDEX.  
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LEMlVIA 2 (Vit~nyi, 1976). H~aED1L H~PD1L = ED2L = E lL  RE 
where HmX signifies the closure of language family X under letter-to-letter homo- 
morphisms and H~X signifies the closure of language family X under letter-to- 
itself-or-letter-to,A homomorphisms, On the other hand REG ~ HaEPD1L where 
HaX signifies closure of a language family X under nonerasing homomorphisms. , 
LEMMA 3 (Vit~inyi, 1976). 
EX2L = EXIL 
EXlL  = U EX(m, n)L 
n=O&m~>l 
n/>l&m=O 
where X denotes any of the combinations of (ii), (iii), and Tq , q >/ 1. 
Hence for context sensitive (table) L systems using nonterminals the amount 
of context is not important with respect to generative power, the only differences 
lie in two-sided, one-sided and no context. In the sequel we shall prove our 
results about EX1L systems only for EX(1, 0)L systems, the case of EX(0, 1)L 
system is completely analogous and gives the same results. 
LEMMA 4. (van Dalen, 1971; Wood, 1976) EP2L = EPDT22L = CS. 
LEMMA 5. (Vit~nyi, 1976). EPD2L = DLBA. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF FAMILIES OF ETIL  LANGUAGES 
THEOREM. The families of languages generated by the various ubclasses of 
ETIL systems are classified by the diagram ofF@ 1. Solid arrows imply proper set 
EDIL 
DLBA = EPD2L = EPDIL 
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inclusion of the lower family in the upper family; dotted arrows imply inclusion 
where properness is not known; i f  two of the displayed families are not connected by 
(a sequence of) arrows it means that these families are incomparable, i.e., their 
intersection contains nontrivial anguages and neither family contains the other; 
X ~ Y mod h means L ~ X iffL -- {A} ~ Y. 
Note that all families of context sensitive table L languages obtained with the 
use of nonterminals (as distinguished in Section 2) are classified by the displayed 
diagram since the results are stated in their strongest form and cannot be 
improved (except for the dotted arrow which corresponds to the LBA problem). 
But for EPD1L and EP1L all families are closed under nonerasing homomor- 
phism. The proof of the theorem proceeds by a number of lemmas. 
LEMMA 6' EDT21L = RE. 
Proof. By Lemma 2, HI : IED1L = RE. Let G= <W,P,w,  V7) be an 
ED1L system and h: Vr* -+ V* a letter-to-letter homomorphism. Assume 
without loss of generality that W ch V = ;~. Construct he EDT~IL system 
G' = <W', {P1, P2}, w, V> as follows. 
W'= Wu Vu{F} wi thF~ Wu V; 
P1 = P u {(x, a) -+Fl (x ,  a) ¢ (Wu {~}) × W} 
P2 = {(x, a) -+ h(a) [ (x, a) e (Vr w {1)) × Vr} 
w {(x, a) ~ F I (x, a) ¢ (V~ u {~}) × V~} 
The reader can satisfy himself easily that E(G') = h(E(G)). | 
By Lemmas 2 and 6 it follows that RE = ED2L = EDT21L = Ht: IED1L = 
HsPD1L. In van Dalen (1971) it is proved that EP2L ---- CS. By the working 
space theorem (Salomaa, 1974) or the usual LBA simulation argument i follows 
that EPT IL  = CS. Wood (1976) proved thai. EPDT22L = CS. We now come 
to the main result: 
LEMMA 7. EPDT21L = EP1L = CS. 
Proof. According to Penttonen (1975), left context sensitive grammars (or 
more restrictedly, generative grammars with productioI~ rules of the form 
_//B --~ ~//3 or B -+/3 where A and B are nonterminals and/3 is a nonempty string 
over the terminals and nonterminals) suffice to generate i all context sensitive 
languages. I 
CLAIM. EP1L ~ CS. 
Proof of Claim. Since EP2L = CS we only have to prove CS _C EP1L. Let 
G ~ ~ VN, V T , P, S} be a grammar with nonterminals Vw, terminals V7, the 
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production rules in P of the form AB -+ Aft or B -+ fi where A, B e Vu and 
f i6 (Vx  u Vr) +, and starting symbol S t  Vu. Construct an EP1L system 
G' = <W', P', w', VT) as follows. 
W' = V]v k3 VN k) Vr k3 {F}, VN {A[ A E VN} and V2v, VN, VT and {F} 
are pairwise disjoint, w' = S and P '  is defined by: 
(1) A i for all A ~ V~ and atl x c W'  k) {)t} 
(2) -+ -/it 
(3) (A,/~) --+ fi if AB --+ Aft ~ P and A ~ V,~, B e V~,j 
(4) (x,/~) ---> fi if B ~ f ie P and x ~ (W' u {A}) --  VN 
(5) (A, B) -+ F for all A, B ~ rx  
(6) (x, F) --+ F for all x c W' ~ {)t} 
(7) (x ,a )~afora l laEF -  randxEW'u{A} 
(i) Clearly, if S *~a v and v ~ VT* then there is a twice as long deriva- 
tion S ~a" v. Therefore L(G) C_ E(G'). 
(ii) Suppose S *~a" v and v ~ Vr*. Because of (6) at no step of the 
derivation was (5) used: no adjacent barred nonterminals occurred in a word of 
the derivation. 
Therefore, if S=v 0 ~G'v l  ~a 'v2  ~a . . . .  =>a'vk = v then for each 
derivation step v i ~a" vi+l, 0 ~ i < k, there are ui~ , ui~ ..... uiz e (V N u Ur)* 
such that either I ~ 1 or ui~ ~a ui 2 ~a "'" ~a  ui, where ui~ and uq are equal 
to v i and vi+l with all bars removed from the nonterminals, respectively. Hence 
S *~c v and E(G') C L(G). 
By (i) and (ii) E(G') -= L(G) and in view of the cited result of Penttonen (1975), 
this proves the claim• 
Above we noted that EPT IL  _C CS and by the claim it therefore suffices to 
prove EP IL  _C EPDT~IL  to prove the lemma. Let G = <W,'P, w, Vr)  be an 
EP1L system with W = {a 1 , a 2 ,..., a~} and P defined by: 
for 1 <~i , j~n.  
(~, a~) -~ %Jo (a~, aj) -+ o~i~o 
--.+ OCoo. 1 ~ ~xiy 1 
O~03no i --+ Ctijni j 
Construct an EPDT2IL system G' = <W', {/)1, P~}, w, Vr) defined by: 
w'  = w w w~ × w u (w~ × w u w~ × w u w~ x w)  x (0, 1,.., k} u {F} 
643/33/3 -3  
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where k=max{n i j l0~<i~<n and 0 < j~<n};  X a =Xk3{A} and X = 
{~[ aeX} for Xe{W,  Wa, W, Wa, W, Wa}; F is a new letter. 
Pa : (y, (a~, %)) -~ (%, %) 
(y, (tTq, di~, i)) -~ (~,  ~,  i) 
(y, (aq, ~,~, i)) -+ (~q, tTi~, i) 
For all y 6 W' k) {A}, ai~ ~ Wa, ai, e W and i such that 0 ~< i ~< k. (., .) -~ F if 
(', ") is not in the above list. 
P~ : (ail , ai2) ~ (a~, %) 
(~, (a~ , %) )  -~ (~ , a~ , o) 
((a~, ai,, i), (ai,, ai4)) --~ (di3, ai,, O) 
(x, (%,  %))  -~ (a,~ , %)  
(y, (di~, gi~, i)) -+ (gq, Hi2, remainder ((i + 1)/(nqi~ -f- 1))) 
(y, (a~, a~, i)) ~ (a~, Y~, i) 
(z, (ail , ai, ,  i)) --+ ai l~ 
for all ail ~ Wa , a,~ , aia , ai 4 ~ W, i such that 0 ~< i ~< k, 
x ~ Wa × W w (Wa × W w Wa × W) × {0, 1,...,k}, 
yEW~ × l~×{0,1  .... ,k}k3{A),z~Wa × W × {0,1,..., k) u{A}. 
(., ") --+ F if F ig  not in the above list. Suppose 
ailai2 • .. ain ~ OLOil J l (~i lg2]2 " . .  O~i~_lin]n • 
Then 
u 
ai,aie "'" a~, ~, 0~0/1 J lO~i lg2~ 2 "" ". O~in_lin~n 
under the controlword 
u = 22h+1112h+111 "" 112~"+112. 
Hence 
E(G) = E(a'). 
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W* Now suppose that v ~a,  z and v, z e and no intermediate word in the deri- 
vation belongs to W*. According to the productions the last table applied must 
have been P~ and the word v' it was applied to belongs to (W a × W x {0, 1, 
2,..., k})* since otherwiseF would occur in z. But the only way toderive such a v' 
by application of tables P1 and P2 under the given assumptions yields a v' such 
that if v' ~ ,  z then v ~a z as careful scrutiny of the production rules shows. 
[In fact if u -- u'2 then under the assumptions 
u' ~ 21"(2+(11)+)~g(~)-~2+1(12"1) * ] 
Hence E(G')C_C_ E(G) which together with the previous inclusion shows 
E(C') = E(a). I 
The inclusion relations between RE, CS, DLBA, CF, REG, ED1L, EPD1L, 
and H~EPD1L can be found in VitAnyi (1976). The connected parts of the 
diagram from ETOL downward follow by various combinations of Lemma 3.2 
and Theorems 5.4-5.7 from Nielsen et al. (1975). ETOL has deterministic tape 
complexity O(n) and therefore ETOL _C DLBA; since moreover ETOL is a 
full AFL and DLBA is not, the inclusion is strict (van Leeuwen, 1976). The 
only thing remaining to be shown is: 
LEMMA 8. X and Y are incomparable for all X and Y such that _22 ~ {ED 1 L, 
EPDl L, HaEPDIL} and Y ~ {ETOL, EDTOL}. 
Proof. REG ~ X (Vitfinyi, 1976), but according to the established part of 
the diagram REG C Y. By definition EPDOL C X (3 Y (EPDOL is not displayed 
in the diagram). Since the homomorphic closure of X is equal to RE (by the fac t
that H~PD1L = RE) and the homomorphic closure of Y is contained in ETOL 
(by definition and the fact hat ETOL is a full AFL) there are languages in X 
which are not in Y. Hence X and Y have a nonempty intersection and neither 
contains the other. | 
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